
Google Maps does not show the correct civic number 1409 West Lake Ainslie Rd on the right 
spot. Please see this location at Lake Ainslie here marked properly:
https://goo.gl/maps/6JLhExfN9KYK3Gh7A
We wish you a great relaxing time in the Tiny Loon  house. 

The key is hanging under the patio. —>
Please don’t check-in before 5.00 p.m as the cleaning staff needs 
time to prepare the home for your arrival.  Check out before 11a.m. 

Since it is a two burner stove in the house enjoy the BBQ outside
If you ran out of Propane gas you can get a new bottle at gas 
stations, Co-Op food market or Kent in Inverness. 

Water is coming from the well of the cottage next door  
It has a good quality, but we recommend to boil water or take 
bottled water for drinking. 
The outside water valve of the Tiny Loon  might be closed at 
your arrival. Please find the yellow handle behind the rear 
axle of the trailer. Please shut down if you leave the house for 
more than a day

The house provides warm water in a 4 gallon water tank under the 
kitchen sink. If it is shut off please turn the knob clockwise. A light 
indicates that it is heating up. It is enough hot water for a 10 min shower. 
For heating up the item needs about an hour.
The compost toilet composts all your human waste reliably. 
PLEASE do not put anything else in the toilette. There is a black 
backyard composter on the footpath to the road you can use for 
vegetable and fruit peels. Here is how the the Separett works:
Urine is separated in the bowl. There is a drain in the forward 
section. Urine will naturally flow into this drain when you sit on the 
toilet.  Please ! men sit down to pee.
The blue ‘trap door’ seen in the toilet bowl on the right opens 
automatically when you sit down. The solid material drops down into 
the lower compartment, where it rapidly dries out and shrinks in the 
compostable bag If you want to unplug the toilet van at night please 
plug it in during day or when leaving the house.

Garbage pick up is on the West Lake Ainslie Rd Wednesday morning. You can 
drop off redeemable beverage containers at Enviro-Depo (Inverness # 258-3225)

Tiny Loon  is a non-smoking house. Smoking ist prohibited. The smoke detector might raise 
the alarm when frying. After 2 minutes the sound will stop but the detector still works and will 
reset itself. You can stop the alarm sound by placing a pillow on the detector for a few minutes. 
Use the outdoor barbecue as much as possible. Due to strong winds the BBQ cover opens 
and bends over. Please use a rock to keep it closed if not used.Pets are not allowed. An open 
tiny house door or food stored outside the trash can attracts wild animals immediately.

At Departure please clean the dishes, take out all garbage,  shut ALL windows and leave 
the key under the patio for our cleaning staff.    

For any further infos call Robert´s cellphone 1 (902) 302 8285 (WhatsApp as well) 
or Facebook (canadafan) or land phone 1 (902) 500 0062

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qBLNQorxhjrp4HGLm-HpseJoe9Y&usp=sharing
https://goo.gl/maps/6JLhExfN9KYK3Gh7A



